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Abstract—Identifying mobility behaviors in rich trajectory
data is of great economic and social interest to various appli-
cations including urban planning, marketing and intelligence.
Existing work on trajectory clustering often relies on simi-
larity measurements that utilize raw spatial and/or temporal
information of trajectories. These measures are incapable of
identifying similar moving behaviors that exhibit varying spatio-
temporal scales of movement. In addition, the expense of labeling
massive trajectory data is a barrier to supervised learning
models. To address these challenges, we propose an unsupervised
neural approach for mobility behavior clustering, called the Deep
Embedded TrajEctory ClusTering network (DETECT). DETECT
operates in three parts: first it transforms the trajectories by
summarizing their critical parts and augmenting them with
context derived from their geographical locality (e.g., using
POIs from gazetteers). In the second part, it learns a powerful
representation of trajectories in the latent space of behaviors,
thus enabling a clustering function (such as k-means) to be
applied. Finally, a clustering oriented loss is directly built on
the embedded features to jointly perform feature refinement and
cluster assignment, thus improving separability between mobility
behaviors. Exhaustive quantitative and qualitative experiments
on two real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach for mobility behavior analyses.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid proliferation of mobile devices has led to the
collection of vast amounts of GPS trajectories by location-
based services, geo-social networks and ride sharing apps. In
these trajectories, sophisticated human mobility behaviors are
encoded. We define mobility behavior (of a trajectory) as the
travel activity that describes a user’s movements regardless of
the spatial and temporal distances that he covers. For example,
work-to-home commute is one such mobility behavior that
varies widely in terms of the area-travelled and the time-taken
to complete the activity.
The analysis of mobility behavior is of tremendous value to
various applications. For instance, recommending a point-of-
interest (POI) for a user to visit next is an important task
in mobile applications. Given that latent factors describing
mobility behaviors can facilitate location-based advertisement
[49], a number of existing approaches successfully exploit
this knowledge for next-POI recommendation. Most [9], [19]
involve extracting some form of latent patterns within user
trajectories. Besides recommender-systems, detecting mobility
behaviors in trajectory data enable policymakers and law
enforcement to better allocate resources and detect abnormal
or dangerous activities [3], [46].
While latent factors that supposedly represent mobility
behaviors have been used to good effect, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no existing work that facilitates the
detection and analysis of mobility behaviors in trajectory data.
At its core, the bottleneck to studying mobility behaviors
is the absence of labeled data that can support supervised
learning, especially for the large data volumes consisting of
users’ trajectories. Manually labeling each trajectory with
its mobility behavior is prohibitively expensive and requires
expert skills, making unsupervised learning methods highly
desirable. Hence we formulate the problem of mobility-
behavior analysis as a clustering task. There are mainly two
challenges to obtaining a good clustering:
Challenge 1: Scale-variance. Trajectories with similar mo-
bility behavior exhibit various spatial and/or temporal range
of movement. For example, a “commute to work” behavior
could take from 10 minutes to up to 1 hour via different trans-
portation modes. Even with the same transportation modality,
the travel-time fluctuates at different times of the day (e.g.,
rush hours), needing us to account for varying temporal scales
within the same mobility behavior. Likewise, the spatial range
of movement also varies, e.g., from a mile to more than forty,
for users living near or far away from their workplaces.
Traditional trajectory clustering techniques (e.g., [23],
[26], [41], [43]) group trajectories based on raw spatial
and temporal distances that are sensitive to variation in
the spatio-temporal scale. These methods fail to cluster
mobility behaviors, and instead produce simple clusters,
each with similar spatio-temporal range of movement. This
is a direct consequence of the Euclidean distance metric
being incompatible with length-variant and misaligned
trajectories [25]. Recent methods borrow from work in
clustering time-series data; utilizing distance measurements
better suited to flexible alignments between trajectories,
such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Longest Common
SubSequence (LCSS) and the Fre´chet distance. While
alignment-based distance measurements produce modest
improvements over the Euclidean distance metric, the
solutions are not satisfying since they allow limited temporal
disordering, possess high sensitivity to outliers, and heavily
rely on local similarities [43].
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Challenge 2: Lack of context. Mobility behavior of a
trajectory is highly dependent on characteristics of places
and environments in which it occurs, henceforth called the
geographical context. For example, the “grocery shopping”
behavior encompasses trajectories with very different
travel times and shapes depending on the user’s choice
of a supermarket. However, in this instance, knowing the
geographical context, i.e. the supermarket, is more informative
than the exact shape and duration of the trajectory. It is
therefore necessary to integrate geographical influence at each
point of the trajectory to achieve good clustering quality. In
brief, a good clustering framework must learn transitions of
the geographical context along the trajectory, while remaining
insensitive to the spatial and temporal range of movement.
Approach. To reconcile these challenges, we propose the
Deep Embedded TrajEctory ClusTering network (DETECT),
as a unified framework to cluster trajectories according to their
mobility behaviors. DETECT operates in three parts: first, it
summarizes the critical parts of the trajectory and augments
them with context derived from their geographical locality
(e.g., using POIs from gazetteers). The augmented trajectories
now incorporate semantics essential for identifying mobility
behaviors, but are still of variable lengths. In the second
part, DETECT handles variable-length input by adapting an
autoencoder [22], trained over a large volume of unlabeled
trajectories. The autoencoder instantiates an architecture for
learning the distributions of latent random variables to model
the variability observed in trajectories. On the learned embed-
ding in the low-dimensional feature space, a clustering func-
tion (e.g., k-means) is applied. In the last part—as the most
computationally intensive procedure of DETECT—a clustering
oriented loss is directly built on embedded features to jointly
perform embedding refinement and cluster assignment. The
joint optimization iteratively and finely updates the embedding
towards a high confidence clustering distribution by improving
separability between mobility behaviors. In summary, this
paper has the following major contributions:
• We propose a powerful unsupervised neural framework
to cluster GPS trajectories for the problem of mobility
behavior detection, while addressing scale-variance and
context-absence of raw GPS points.
• We propose a novel feature augmentation process for
mobility behavior analysis that augments the GPS tra-
jectories with effective input features; that, by providing
mobility context, can even improve the performance of
baseline approaches.
• We propose a neural network architecture that takes
as input the augmented trajectory features to embed in
a fixed-length latent space of behaviors, and gradually
improves the embedding for a better clustering.
• We conduct an extensive quantitative and qualitative
evaluation on real-world trajectory datasets to show that
the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art
approaches significantly; ranging from at least 41%, and
up to 252% across well-established clustering metrics.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
describe DETECT in Section II. Section III gives an exhaus-
tive experimental evaluation. Finally, Section IV presents the
related work and Section V concludes.
II. DETECT
Problem. We define mobility behavior clustering as the
problem of grouping trajectories in such a way that
trajectories in the same group have similar transitions of
travel activity context.
Data. The input is a set of raw trajectories, where each
trajectory s = {s(1), s(2), . . . , s(T )} is a time-ordered
sequence of spatio-temporal points. Each point s(t) consists
of a pair of spatial coordinates (i.e. latitude, longitude) and
its timestamp. A spatio-temporal point is often surrounded by
Points-Of-Interest (POI), which represent locations someone
may find useful or interesting, such as a high school, a
business office or a wholesale store. We represent a POI with
a spatial coordinate and a major category of service m ∈ M
(e.g, education, commerce or shopping).
Overview. DETECT is comprised of three parts. In the first
part (Section II-A), DETECT operates over the input raw
trajectories, and summarizes the critical parts of the trajec-
tory as stay points, incurring little loss of information. Stay
points form ideal candidates to discover the context of the
travel activity through a representation of their geographical
locality as feature vectors. In the next part, labeled DETECT
Phase I (Section II-B), the context augmented trajectories are
embedded into a latent space of mobility behaviors. The low-
dimensional latent space enables a simple clustering function
to be then applied. Finally in the third part (Section II-C),
labeled DETECT Phase II, the clustering assignment is refined
by updating the latent embedding via a clustering oriented loss.
A. Feature Augmentation
1) Stay point detection: Trajectories widely vary in their
spatial and temporal range of movements. For each trajectory,
the numerous GPS points recorded generally do not contribute
significant information to support the detection of mobility
behavior; which tends to be correlated with the context of
the stops where the actual activity occurs. We argue the same
empirically in Section III-C. In this work, we explore stay
point detection [24] as a type of trajectory summarization cus-
tomized to reducing the spatio-temporal scale in trajectories.
First introduced in [24] for discovering location-embedded
social structure, stay points also offer several benefits to neural
learning on trajectories. Due to their condensed format, they
improve learning efficiency and enable the neural layer to learn
a better representation.
Definition 1 (Stay Points [24]): A stay point s˙(t) of tra-
jectory s is a spatiotemporal point, which is the geometric
center of a longest sub-trajectory s(i→j) ⊂ s, s(i→j) =
2
{s(i), s(i+1), . . . , s(j)}, such that s(i→j) is a staying sub-
trajectory, and neither s(i−1→j) nor s(i→j+1) is a staying
subtrajectory.
In the original work, the algorithm to extract stay points
(denoted SPD) has a computational complexity of O(T 2) (T
is the length of the trajectory), which does not scale to real-
world lengthy trajectories. We propose Fast-SPD, an efficient
algorithm for stay point detection that exploits spatial indexes
(e.g., R-Tree) to reduce the search space and quickly identify
trajectory points close in space and time. Fast-SPD relies on
efficient parsing of Staying Subtrajectories defined as
Definition 2 (Staying Subtrajectory): A staying subtrajectory
s(i→j) ⊂ s, s(i→j) = {s(i), s(i+1), . . . , s(j)} of trajectory s is
a contiguous sub-sequence of s, such that within s(i→j), the
trajectory is limited to a range ρs in space, and its duration
s(j).time− s(i).time is longer than a specific threshold ρt.
Algorithm 1: Fast-SPD(s, ρs, ρt)
1 i← 0 , s˙← {}
2 while i < len(s)− 1 do
3 if dist(s(i), s(i+1)) > ρs then
4 i← i+ 1 ; continue
5 cands← s(i+1→T ) ∩ b(s(i), ρs)
6 neighbors← CommonIdx(cands, s(i+1→T ))
7 if last(neighbors).time− s(i).time > ρt then
8 neighbors← neighbors ∪ {s(i)}
9 s˙← s ∪ {average(neighbors)}
10 i← i+ len(neighbors)
11 i← i+ 1
12 s˙← {s(0)} ∪ s˙ ∪ {s(T )}
13 return s˙
The pseudocode of Fast-SPD is presented in Algorithm 1. In
brief the algorithm, iterates through a trajectory point-by-point,
finds all staying subtrajectories, and then generates stay points
from each. We elaborate the procedure for stay point detection
with an example in Figure 1a. Beginning with a pivot point
s(i) (depicted as a red point) to search a staying subtrajectory.
It first filters the candidate points (yellow points) by joining a
spatial buffer (dotted circle) with the remaining points of the
trajectory. Among the identified candidates, the consecutive
points are refined to be termed as neighbors (yellow points in
the red-border box). If these neighbors cover a long enough pe-
riod in time, i.e., last(neighbors).time−s(i).time > ρt, then
these points along with the pivot point s(i) together constitute
a staying subtrajectory (the pink box). Lastly, the algorithm
extracts the geometric center of the staying subtrajectory as a
stay point. Fast-SPD then skips the visited points and continues
scanning the rest of the trajectory.
Compared to the SPD, Fast-SPD reduces the time complex-
ity by O(c) − O(log(T )) for each search of a stay point,
where c (usually c > log(T )) is the length of a staying
subtrajectory, and T is the length of the trajectory. Figure 1b
depicts the running time of stay point detection with respect to
the cardinality of the trajectory. Fast-SPD does not suffer on
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Fig. 1: Accelerated Stay Point Detection: Fast-SPD
short trajectories (∼1k points) but is up to three times more
efficient on trajectories with many GPS points.
2) Augmenting Geographical Context: Given the extracted
stay points, the next step is to incorporate the context of the
surrounding environment (called geographical context) at each
stay point. The Tobler’s First Law of Geography reported that
”Everything is related to everything else, but near things are
more related than distant things” [36]. This phenomenon forms
the basis for the study of Geographical Influences, which has
seen wide adoption in the literature: from POI recommenda-
tion [42], [44], [45] to air quality prediction [27]. In our work,
the geographical context is constituted of categories (e.g.,
restaurants, apartments, hospitals) of the points of interest in
the local vicinity of a stay point. DETECT transforms each
point into a geographical context feature vector defined as
Definition 3 (Geographical Context Features): The geo-
graphical context features of a stay point s˙(t)i are represented
as a vector x(t)i = {x(t)i,1, x(t)i,2, . . . , x(t)i,M}, where a feature x(t)i,m
denotes the contribution of the mth POI major category.
We briefly illustrate (in Figure 2) the procedure to develop
the feature vector from information existent in the locality
of a stay point. For each point s˙(t) (large solid points) in
a stay point trajectory s˙ = {s˙(t)}Tt=1, we execute a range
search (circles) of radius rpoi centered at the stay point. Next,
within each circle, we summarize the counts of POIs in every
category (small points in different colors) and normalize them
by the total count within the circle. More precisely, the POIs
annotated with M categories within the circle are counted and
normalized to a vector x(t)i = {x(t)i,1, x(t)i,2, . . . , x(t)i,m}. Thus,
each stay point is transformed to store its local geographic
context. Using spatial range search has the benefit of including
a broader geographical context for the augmented trajectory
than using a few nearest POIs, which is sensitive to outliers.
In summary, Feature Augmentation is a crucial part of
DETECT. It transforms raw GPS trajectories into scale-free,
context-augmented trajectories {xi}ni=1, with little loss in
information but ample gain in geographical context imperative
to clustering mobility behaviors.
B. Phase I - Clustering with neural network
DETECT Phase I operates in two steps: In the first, it
constructs a continuous latent space of behaviors by learning to
embed and generate context-augmented trajectories via a fully
unsupervised objective. While the input is the set of augmented
trajectories with arbitrary lengths, the output is fixed-length
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latent embedding that encodes sufficient context to facilitate
accurate clustering of mobility behaviors. In the final step
of this Phase, DETECT applies a clustering function on the
dimension-reduced latent space. Formally, for each context
augmented stay point trajectories xi ∈ {xi}ni=1, in the first
step we adopt an RNN autoencoder [4], [28] with parameters
Θ to learn an embedding zi = fΘ(xi) in the latent space of
behaviors. Finally, we apply a clustering function to output k
clusters, each represented by its centroid µj ∈ {µj}kj=1.
The recurrent autoencoder model consists of a recurrent
encoder and a recurrent decoder (see Figure 3 for an illustra-
tion). Similar to the mechanics of a general autoencoder [4],
the task of the LSTM encoder is to encode the input context
augmented trajectories as a latent embedding, and then using
a recurrent decoder, reconstruct the trajectories solely from
the embedding. The model is trained to minimize the error
of reconstruction, thus learning a representative embedding
that fully captures the movement transitions and the context
within a trajectory. Consider xi = {x(t)i }Tit=1 as the augmented
trajectory with length Ti. xi is fed sequentially to the recurrent
encoder comprised of several LSTM units [20]. The encoder
updates the hidden state h(t)enc and other parameters with each
passing unit t, h(t)enc = σ(h
(t−1)
enc , x(t)), where σ is the activa-
tion function for the neural layer. The last hidden state h(T )enc is
called the latent embedding zi, and is assumed to summarize
the information necessary to represent the entire trajectory
sequence. Next, the decoder tries to reconstruct the trajectory
with h(Ti)enc as its initial state, h
(1)
dec = h
(Ti)
enc . With h
(1)
dec, the
decoder generates xˆ(1). The hidden states that follow are
generated recursively as: h(t)dec = σ(h
(t−1)
dec , xˆ
(t−1)), and xˆ(t) =
σ(h
(t)
dec). For the trajectory data, the encoder and decoder are
trained together to minimize the reconstruction error:
`r =
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
Ti
Ti∑
t=1
(x
(t)
i − xˆ(t)i )2 (1)
The decoder can reconstruct the entire augmented trajec-
tory from the latent embedding zi, which implicitly encodes
transition patterns of the geographical context. To conclude,
using the neural function zi = fΘ(xi), Phase I maps the aug-
mented trajectories x1, x2, . . . , xn to their corresponding fix-
length embeddings z1, z2, . . . , zn, before applying a clustering
function (such as k-means on the latent space of behaviors to
produce, what we call, a soft cluster assignment.
Different Categories of POIs
Fig. 2: Augment stay points with geographical features
LSTM Encoder
Augmented Trajectory
LSTM DecoderLatent Embedding 
Clustering Function Reconstruction
Cluster Distribution P & 
Auxiliary Target Q
Fig. 3: DETECT Phase I and Phase II: The augmented
trajectories are fed to the recurrent autoencoder in Phase I.
Phase I learns a hidden embedding z encoding the context
dynamics of the trajectories, upon which an initial cluster
assignment is generated via k-means. Phase II jointly refines
the embedding (via the encoder) and the cluster assignments.
C. Phase II - Joint optimization for a good clustering
A straightforward clustering over the embedded trajecto-
ries does not produce clusters tailored for mobility behavior
analyses (as we show empirically in Section III). Therefore,
in Phase II, DETECT jointly refines the embedding and the
cluster assignment to improve the separability of clusters
(i.e., improving both the latent embedding and the clusters of
behaviors). We achieve this using an unsupervised clustering
objective, following the recent advancements in deep neural
clustering [17], [18], [38]. The design of the clustering loss
is based on the assumption that in the initial clusters, points
that are very close to the centroid are likely to be cor-
rectly predicted/clustered, i.e., the high confidence predictions.
Learning from these, the model improves the overall clustering
iteratively, by aligning the low confidence counterparts.
We develop an objective function customized to amplify the
“clustering cleanness”, i.e., minimize the similarity between
clusters and maximize the similarity between points in the
same cluster. In particular, the clustering refinement process
iteratively minimizes the distance between the current cluster
distribution Q and an auxiliary target cluster distribution P ,
which is a distribution derived from high confidence pre-
dictions of Q. Intuitively, Q describes the probability of an
augmented trajectory belonging to the k tentative mobility
behaviors. Whereas, P is generated by re-enforcing the prob-
ability of high-confidence trajectories.
Following the work in [30], we represent the distribution of
the current embedding Q as the Student t-distribution on the
current cluster centers. Given the centroid of the jth cluster µj ,
and the latent embedding of the ith trajectory zi, we calculate
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the current distribution as
qij =
(1 + ||zi − µj ||2)−1∑
j′ (1 + ||zi − µj′ ||2)−1
(2)
where qij is the probability of assigning zi to µj , or read as the
probability of assigning trajectory xi to the jth tentative mo-
bility behavior. In the current distribution, the low-confidence
points are assumed to be assigned to poor clusters, and hence
in the need of refinement to better clustering cleanness.
We derive an auxiliary distribution made up of the high
confidence assignments of the current distribution. The goal
of this self-training target distribution is to 1) emphasize data
points assigned with high confidence, and (2) normalize loss
contribution to prevent the sizes of clusters from negatively
impacting the latent embeddings. Equation (3) defines our
target distribution P , where pi is computed by first raising qi
to the second power and then normalizing by the frequency per
cluster. The second power of probabilities places more weight
on the instances near the centroids. The division of
∑
i′ qi′j
normalizes the different cluster sizes, making the model robust
to biased classes in the data.
pij =
q2ij/
∑
i′ qi′j∑
j′(q
2
ij′/
∑
i′ qi′j′)
(3)
To measure the distance between the distributions P and Q
(as defined above), we use the K-L divergence, a widely known
distribution-wise asymmetric distance measure. The clustering
oriented loss is defined as,
`c = KL(P ||Q) =
∑
i
∑
j
pij log
pij
qij
(4)
Lastly, as the most computationally intensive step, we it-
eratively minimize the distance between the soft clustering
assignment Q and the auxiliary distribution P by jointly
training the recurrent encoder (in turn, the latent embedding),
and the cluster assignment. We train our model using the
Stochastic Gradient Descent optimization minimizing the clus-
tering loss defined as a K-L divergence. Updates are made
in an iterative manner to the latent trajectory embedding—
through training on its own high confidence clustering as-
signments and refining cluster centroids—resulting in distinct
mobility behavior boundaries. For completeness, we present
the computation of the gradients ∂`∂zi and
∂`
∂µj
in equation 5,
and leave the derivation of the gradients propagated backward
to the recurrent encoder (i.e. ∂`∂Θ ) as an exercise.
∂`
∂zi
= 2
k∑
j=1
(zi − µj)(pij − qij)(1 + ‖zi − µj‖2)−1
∂`
∂µj
= 2
n∑
i=1
(zi − µj)(qij − pij)(1 + ‖zi − µj‖2)−1
(5)
The final output of DETECT is an encoder that is finely
tuned to learn a data representation specialized for clustering
without groundtruth cluster membership labels.
TABLE I: Stats of datasets
Dataset stats min max mean std.
GeoLife Duration (min) 0.91 1177.96 192.55 257.62
Length (km) 0.01 11.68 2.36 2.15
DMCL Duration (min) 15.45 651.2 314.21 234.42
Length (km) 0.004 38.9 11.84 17.65
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate
DETECT for trajectory clustering with extensive experiments
on two real-world trajectory datasets.
A. Experimental Settings
Datasets. We utilize two datasets for the evaluation of
our proposed approach: the GeoLife dataset [47] and the
DMCL dataset [32]. The GeoLife dataset consists of 17,621
trajectories generated by 182 users from April 2007 to August
2012. We validate our approach against the ground-truth. we
extract a subset of the data comprised of 601 trajectories from
11 users. This is a common methodology for mobility analysis
and its applications [9], [12], [48]. Furthermore, we retrieve
POI information from the PKU Open Research Data [8]. This
dataset contains over 14,000 POIs in Beijing, falling into
22 major categories including “education”, “transportation”,
“company” and “shopping”. The DMCL dataset consists of
trajectories in Illinois, United States. It contains 90 complete
trajectories generated by two users over six months, and is
used as a whole. The POI data is scraped from OpenStreetMap
(OSM) [15]. It contains 30,401 POIs in Illinois, subject to
9 major categories such as “public” and “accommodation”.
Table III gives some statistics on the duration and lengths of
the trajectories in both datasets.
Data Preparation and Ground-truth. The ground-truth is
prepared by manually labelling the datasets. It is performed
by an expert, through a meticulous process, bereft of any
knowledge on the clustering membership labels. More
precisely, labels are generated in an iterative manner by first
visualizing the trajectory by georeferencing all its GPS points
on the map using Mapbox Gl1. Subsequently, the duration of
time between any two consecutive check-ins and the type of
surrounding buildings are studied via a Google Maps plugin,
before making the judgement on its mobility behavior. In
GeoLife dataset, six mobility behaviors were identified as the
ground-truth classes: “campus activities”, “hangouts”, “dining
activities”, “healthcare activities”, “working commutes”,
“studying commutes”. While in the DMCL dataset, four
mobility behaviors were identified: “studying commutes”,
“residential activities”, “campus activities”, “hangouts”.
The labelling process consumed 60 hours of labor and the
generated dataset is publicly released here2.
Compared Approaches. We evaluate the following ap-
proaches:
1https://github.com/mapbox/mapboxgl-jupyter
2https://tinyurl.com/y5a3r3oy
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• KM-DBA [33], [34]: DBA stands for Dynamic Time Warp-
ing Barycenter Averaging. It utilizes DTW as its distance
measure for k-means clustering on sequential data, before
performing a sophisticated averaging step. We set parameter
k = 6 (4) for the GeoLife (DCML) dataset, respectively.
• DB-LCSS [31]: DB-LCSS uses DBSCAN, a density-based
clustering approach, with LCSS as its distance measure
between raw trajectories. For GeoLife (DCML, respectively)
we set the common sequence threshold as 0.15 (1.5e-6) for
LCSS, and  = 0.03 (1e-6) and minPts = 18 (2) as the
neighborhood thresholds in DBSCAN.
• SSPD-HCA [5]: Symmetrized Segment-Path Distance is
a shape-based distance metric particularly suited to mea-
suring similarity between location trajectories. It utilizes
an agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure with the
Ward’s criterion for choosing the pair of clusters to merge
at each step.
• KM-DBA*, DB-LCSS*: For a more interesting compari-
son, we adapt KM-DBA and DB-LCSS methods to work
on context augmented trajectories.
• RNN-AE [39], [40]: We label as RNN-AE the simple pro-
cess of training a recurrent autoencoder on the segmented
raw trajectories and then clustering the learned embedding
using k-means.
• DETECT Phase I, DETECT: We evaluate two variations
of DETECT, the first one, termed ”DETECT Phase I” only
includes the first phase, while the second variant, termed
”DETECT” includes both phases I and II. RNN-AE is
identical to DETECT Phase I in all aspects except that it is
trained on raw trajectory data.
Finally, we note that in the interest of space we omit the
comparison of clustering with 1) HU distance [21] and 2)
PCA decomposition. HU distance is computed as the average
Euclidean distance between points on two trajectories.
The PCA distance is similar to HU but works in a lower
dimensional space via PCA decomposition. Both methods are
inferior to the above baselines for trajectory clustering [31].
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate the extent to which cluster
labels match externally supplied class labels according to
four well-established external metrics: 1) Rand Index (RI)
measures the simple accuracy, i.e., the percentage of correct
prediction of clusters. 2) Mutual Information (MI) measures
the mutual dependency between the clustering result and the
ground-truth, i.e., how much information can one infer from
the other. Zero mutual information indicates the clustering
labels that are independent from the ground-truth classes.
3) Purity measures how pure are the clustering results, i.e.,
whether the trajectories in the same cluster belong to the
same ground-truth class. 4) Fowlkes-Mallows Index (FMI)
measures the geometric mean of the pairwise precision and
recall, which is robust to noises.
Training. We implement our approaches on a computer with
an Intel Core i7-8850H CPU, a 16 GB RAM and an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. We implement the KM-DBA using
TABLE II: Clustering performance of all approaches.
Method RI MI Purity FMI
KM-DBA 0.33 0.64 0.58 0.58
DB-LCSS 0.22 0.55 0.51 0.56
RNN-AE 0.39 0.46 0.56 0.53
SSPD-HCA 0.52 0.93 0.66 0.67
KM-DBA* 0.51 0.91 0.74 0.63
DB-LCSS* 0.50 0.95 0.64 0.66
DETECT Phase I 0.65 1.06 0.84 0.73
DETECT 0.76 1.26 0.89 0.81
Impr. over KM-DBA 132% 98% 54% 41%
Impr. over DB-LCSS 252% 131% 74% 46%
tslearn [35], and DBSCAN clustering using Sklearn with
LCSS distance 3. The proposed deep embedded neural network
is built using Keras [11] with Tensorflow [1].
B. Performance Comparison with Baselines
We quantitatively evaluate the clustering quality of DE-
TECT against all baselines on the GeoLife Dataset. The
improvements of DETECT over the compared approaches all
passed the paired t-tests with significance value p < 0.03. The
results are depicted in Table II. DETECT clearly outperforms
all compared approaches. The relative performance against
the baseline approaches varies across metrics; ranging from at
least a 41% improvement (in FMI against KM-DBA) and up to
252% improvement (in RI against DB-LCSS). Even the prim-
itive neural approach RNN-AE competes in performance with
the alignment based methods, demonstrating the advantage of
a neural approach in modeling the transitions within raw GPS
trajectories. Moreover, DETECT Phase I produces significant
quality improvements over highly customized distance-based
metrics such as SSPD, confirming that the autoencoder trained
on context augmented trajectories can accurately model con-
text transitions in the latent space of behaviors.
C. Ablation Study
In order to understand the influence of feature augmentation,
neural embedding, and cluster refinement individually, we
conduct an ablation study by isolating the effects of each
procedure.
1) Benefit of stay point detection and geographical aug-
mentation: On the GeoLife dataset, Table III presents the
clustering quality of KM-DBA on trajectories with progressive
levels of feature augmentation: 1) raw trajectory is the simple
sequence of GPS points; 2) stay points only trajectory is
the sequence of spatiotemporal points extracted from the raw
trajectory by Fast-SPD; 3) geographical only trajectory is the
sequence of geographical vectors generated at each point in
the raw trajectory, rather than at stay points; and 4) fully
augmented trajectory is the sequence of geographical vectors
generated at each stay point extracted from the raw trajectory.
It is clear that the methods using fully augmented trajecto-
ries outperforms methods with a weaker degree of augmen-
tation. The stay points only trajectory data are comparable
3https://github.com/maikol-solis/trajectory distance
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TABLE III: Performance with varying level of augmentation.
Data Type RI MI Purity FMI
Raw trajectory 0.33 0.64 0.58 0.58
Stay point only 0.30 0.68 0.60 0.57
Geographical only 0.44 0.85 0.69 0.59
Augmented trajectory 0.52 0.93 0.75 0.63
in performance to raw trajectory input because both do not
incorporate geographical context that is essential to learning a
rich embedding in the latent space of mobility behaviors. As a
result, the geographical only trajectory data has better accuracy
than both. However, when context augmentation is combined
with stay point extraction (i.e. fully augmented trajectories),
the two procedures complement each other. Fast-SPD discards
the irrelevant geographical context features of GPS points that
lie in-between the critical stay points of a trajectory. Thus,
achieving a result that is better than the sum of its parts.
2) Benefit of neural network and cluster refinement: There
is no previous study on clustering mobility behaviors that uses
a neural network to model context transitions in trajectories or
one that iteratively refines behavior clusters. Therefore, we are
interested in evaluating how the deep neural architecture can
benefit mobility behavior analyses. To isolate the contribution
of the neural network, we set the inputs of all approaches
in this experiment as context augmented trajectories. Accord-
ingly, we compare adapted baselines KM-DBA* and DB-
LCSS*, against neural approaches DETECT Phase I and
DETECT. Figure 4 presents the results on both datasets. The
improvements of DETECT are more significant in the GeoLife
dataset than in the DMCL dataset. Training on a larger dataset
(GeoLife) produces a latent embedding that better captures
the transitions in a trajectory. But more importantly, since
DMCL is comprised of only two users, it contains trajectories
with limited variation in mobility behaviors (e.g., a user
generally visits the same supermarket), accordingly the benefit
of our approach is relatively small. Based on the results, it
is evident that DETECT Phase I learns an expressive latent
embedding in the trajectories, while other baselines rely on
alignments between augmented trajectories and fail to capture
the dynamics of the data.
The improvement by clustering refinement is significant
as illustrated in the difference in clustering quality between
DETECT Phase I and DETECT. It proves that the customized
clustering oriented loss offers large benefits in clustering
accuracy by helping separability between mobility behaviors.
D. Parameter study
Below we discuss the effects of different parameter settings
of DETECT on the reconstruction and clustering performance.
1) Effect of the number of clusters: We illustrate the effect
of varying k on the clusters in Figure 5a. The experiment
is conducted on the GeoLife dataset with six ground-truth
classes. Both DETECT Phase I and DETECT reach their best
FMI at around six. This aligns with the intuition that the model
performs best as the number of clusters approaches the number
of ground-truth classes. In practice however, supervision is not
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Fig. 4: Ablation study on compared approaches.
DETECT outperforms the adapted baselines with feature aug-
mentation (marked with *) on all metrics and for both datasets
(relatively little improvements are seen in DMCL, since it
spans only two users with limited mobility variation).
available for hyperparameter cross-validation, hence alternate
methods are employed to determine the clustering cardinality.
Most common methods include manually determining the
number of clusters via low dimensional visualizations or tun-
ing k through Elbow method [6] using internal metrics [29].
2) Effect of varying thresholds in Fast-SPD and geograph-
ical augmentation: Parameters ρs and ρt in Fast-SPD control
the magnitude of stay points extracted. Usually the algorithm
is robust to reasonable practical values, e.g. 1km for ρs
and 20 min for ρt. But too small or too large thresholds
tend or cause over-extraction or nothing extracted from the
trajectories. Similar robustness if observed with the buffer size
rpoi of geographical context augmentation. However, a small
value generates a context vector very sensitive to outliers,
while a large value includes POIs that are less likely to be
important , reducing the variation between stay points, and
obscuring the transitions of contexts. In this paper, we set
rpoi = 1km but values between 0.5km to 1.5km yield almost
as good a result. Overall, robustness is an important property
of the feature augmentation part of DETECT.
3) Effect of the latent embedding dimension: Table IV
demonstrates the effect of latent embedding dimension d on
the reconstruction error in Phase I. Given a small number
of hidden dimensions, the model is incapable of learning an
expressive-enough latent embedding. Whereas, if the number
of dimensions grows too large, the model easily overfits the
training data. Overall, for a value of d between 50 and 100,
the clustering performance remains good.
4) Effect of the learning rate and training epochs: In
Figure 5b, we compare the training curves with different
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TABLE IV: Mean and Standard Deviation of MAE for DE-
TECT Phase I with varying latent embedding dimension d
d 16 32 64 128
mean (×10−3) 5.6 4.9 4.3 4.5
std (×10−3) 0.61 0.2 0.06 0.23
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Fig. 5: Effect of DETECT parameters. (a) Effect of the number
of clusters k. (b) Effect of the learning rate lr
learning rates. Given a large learning rate, i.e., lr = 0.1 the
model incurs a proportionally large reconstruction error. In
contrast, when learning rate is too small, e.g., lr = 10−5, the
model takes long to converge. However, for a reasonable value
of the parameter, the unsupervised training loss converges fast
after the first few epochs. We also remark that the model does
not overfit the dataset too readily. We notice (not shown here)
an increase in standard deviation of MAE only when the model
is trained for more than 1500 epochs.
E. Qualitative Evaluation
Visualization study. To further understand the learned
latent embedding of DETECT, we generate a series of vi-
sualizations. Figure 6 shows the two-dimensional t-SNE [30]
plot over DETECT embeddings on the GeoLife dataset. Each
point is colored based on the corresponding ground-truth
class. DETECT generate well-formed clusters (Figure 6a) with
most points in the same class grouped into the same cluster
while being well separated from others. A close inspection
also reveals that the clusters in Figure 6a are “cleaner” than
the ones in Figure 6b, demonstrating the effectiveness of
cluster refinement in Phase II, wherein the embedding and
the clustering assignment are jointly optimized to gain better
differentiation in mobility behaviors.
(a) DETECT (b) DETECT Phase I Only
Fig. 6: Clustering results visualization of “DETECT” and
“DETECT Phase I” using t-SNE with perplexity 40
(a) Trajectories with predicted class
(b) Trajectories with ground-truth class
Fig. 7: Projecting raw trajectories clusters onto the map. (a)
Colored based on predicted cluster labels (b) Colored based
on ground-truth classes
Figure 7a visualizes the trajectories with the predicted
classes and figure 7b depicts the ground-truth classes in the
GeoLife dataset. The individual predicted classes are labeled
using the same color as their corresponding ground-truth
classes. It is evident that the predicted classes generally match
the ground-truth, even though each class contains trajectories
with various shapes and lengths. This is a testament to
DETECT’s capabilities in clustering trajectories of widely
different spatial and temporal range of movement.
F. Scalability
We evaluate DETECT on the entire GeoLife dataset com-
prised of the 17,621 trajectories. Since the full dataset is
unlabelled, we utilize four internal validation measures to
understand the compactness, the connectedness and the sepa-
ration of the cluster partitions. Namely, the Silhouette score,
which ranges from -1 to +1, where a high value indicates
that the object is well matched to its own cluster and poorly
matched to neighboring clusters. Dunn Index tries to maximise
intercluster distances whilst minimising intracluster distances.
Thus, large values of Dunn Index correspond to good clusters.
The Within-Like criterion, captures the intracluster variance,
accordingly a small value indicates compact clusters. Like-
wise, the Between-Like criterion captures intercuster variance,
hence a large value indicates a good separation between
different clusters. These metrics are customized to support
context-augmented trajectories and are formally defined in [5].
Note that internal metrics are not suitable for comparison
between clustering approaches that utilize different distance
measures (e.g. DETECT vs DB-LCSS).
Figure 8 presents the results. All four internal mea-
sures indicate that DETECT Phase II increases compactness
within (smaller Within-Like) and separation between (larger
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Fig. 8: Internal validation of clustering quality.
Fig. 9: Clusters of all trajectories in GeoLife.
Between-Like) the clusters generated via Phase I. Moreover,
the evolution of Silhouette score, Within-Like criterion and
Between-Like criteria suggest that just a few clusters (i.e.
10) can best capture common mobility behaviors. A visual
inspection of the 10 clusters (in Figure 9) generated using
DETECT establishes its effectiveness in generating well-
behaved clusters. Moreover, a closer look at the trajectories
in the purple cluster (Figure 10) illustrates that the discovered
mobility behavior can be easily understood. All comprising
trajectories—albeit originate from various locations (such as
schools and residences)—always involve activities in parks
(red dashed circles).
Lastly, we remark upon the running time of the compared
approaches over the full GeoLife dataset. Within our experi-
mental testbed Phase I trained for 0.8 hour, which was further
optimized in Phase II for an additional 1.3 hours. The total
computational time of 2.1 hours is still substantially better than
the 4.3 hours for KB-DBA*, and 5.2 hours for DB-LCSS*,
both of which require O(n2) pairwise distance computations.
IV. RELATED WORK
Trajectory clustering is an important problem and has
received significant attention in the past decade. Most tech-
niques utilize raw trajectories (e.g., [41]) with a variety
of distance/similarity measurements such as the classic Eu-
clidean, Hausdorff, LCSS, DTW, Frechet, SSPD [5] or ad-
hoc measurements suited to specific applications (e.g., [14],
[26]). To deal with trajectories of large cardinality, some
Fig. 10: Visualization of a detected GeoLife trajectory cluster
with locations of recreational parks in red circles.
techniques resort to finding local patterns in sub-trajectories.
Lee et al. [23] partition trajectories into minimum description
length (MDL) and then cluster the partitioned trajectories.
However, these methods operate over raw data points and
remain sensitive to the wide range of spatio-temporal scales
in human mobility patterns [43]. Since raw GPS coordinates
and timestamps, in and of themselves do not provide se-
mantic information regarding a trajectory, several techniques
use movement characteristics derived from the raw data for
clustering tasks. In recent work, Yao et. al. [40] extract the
speed, acceleration, and change of “rate of turn” (ROT) of
each point in a trajectory as the input sequence for clustering.
Wang et al. [37] annotate trajectories with movement labels
such as “Enter”, “Leave”, “Stop”, and “Move” and use these
labels to detect events from trajectories. However, just like the
approaches based on raw trajectory data, these methods com-
pletely fail when dealing with scale-variant trajectories and
require carefully extracting movement characteristics, which
often do not represent mobility behaviors. Recent work in the
privacy literature [7], [16] make efforts to capture mobility
semantics so as to anonymize real trajectories or synthesize
fake trajectories that are indiscernible from real data. Most
related to our work is [10], which presents methods to mine
patterns in trajectories (eg. work-to-pub). These patterns are
limited to places visited one-after-the-other by a user. Hence,
they rely on using the check-in point of interest as their data
input along with a description of the POI (as opposed to GPS
data inputs in our method). In addition, they utilize distance-
based clustering to discover regions(as opposed to mobility
behaviors) where these patterns occur frequently.
In neural network literature, solving unsupervised tasks
using latent-features learned over deep networks has seen a
recent surge. Autoencoders have been used for several unsu-
pervised learning tasks [17], [18], [38]. Their inputs are mainly
images and texts, which make the techniques inapplicable to
the problem of clustering trajectories over mobility behaviors.
Sequence-to-sequence autoencoders proposed in [13] are ap-
plicable to sequential trajectories data, e.g. as used in [39],
[40]. However, their main focus is on learning the spatio-
temporal properties of trajectories rather than mining the
context of the user activities. Lastly, AutoWarp [2] overcomes
the problem of manually specifying a specific metric (e.g.
LCSS, DTW) for time-series data. It learns a warping distance
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that mimics latent representations learned via a sequence-
to-sequence autoencoder. AutoWarp is especially robust to
extremely noisy data.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed DETECT, a powerful neural framework armed
with a clustering oriented loss. We reduced the scale-variance
in trajectories using an efficient stay point extracting proce-
dure. These critical parts of the trajectory when augmented
with context to capture their geographical influence improve
even the baseline KM-DBA by up to 58%. Furthermore,
equipped with input features conducive to mobility behavior
analysis, feature augmentation, enables the auto-encoder to
embed trajectories in the latent space of behaviors. A joint
optimization of the latent embedding improves clustering
compactness even further (up to 20%, measured as the ratio
of performance between DETECT and DETECT Phase I). An
exhaustive experimental evaluation confirms the effectiveness
of DETECT, consistently achieving at least 40% improvement
over the state-of-the-art baselines in all evaluated external
metrics. At the same time, internal validation measures and
running time efficiency results mean that DETECT is also scal-
able to large datasets. For future work, a promising direction
is to explore how learned clusters can be used as features in
supervised learning models.
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